The Demi-cross: a reconstruction
N. de Hilster

Introduction
In a previous article I described Master
Thomas Hood’s cross-staff, the first navigational instrument to use the shadow of an
attached vane to measure the altitude of the
sun without the need to look into it (Fig.
1).1 That instrument was first described
by Hood in 1590 in his The use of the Two
Mathematicall Instruments….2 Before his
invention the sun’s altitude was measured
either with a mariner’s cross-staff, a mariner’s astrolabe, or a sea quadrant, although
the latter was considered ‘…an excellent
Instrument upon the Shore,[…] but for a
Seaman […] to no purpose…’.3

Nauticall Triangles Compendious’ in which
he further developed the idea of shadow
casting instruments.5 He not only used the
principle of measuring the sun’s altitude by
a cast shadow, he also turned the observer so that he stood with his back towards
the sun. This method of observing was the
start of a new development in altitude measurement instruments called ‘backstaffs’
(or ‘back-staves’), among which were the
widespread Davis quadrant and the lesser
known demi-cross.6
The main theme of the manuscript was the
computation of meridional parts for drawing a Mercator chart, but on pages 31 and
32 he also discussed several navigational
instruments. Present day authors have published on Hariot and the works he wrote,
mainly discussing his live and mathematics.
Only a few of them, among which E.G.R.
Taylor (1953), D.W.Waters (1958), J.J. Roche
(1981) and J.W. Shirley (1983), also discuss
his navigational instruments.7
Historical Development

Fig. 1 Master Hood’s Cross-Staff.

Hariot described three instruments for
the backward observations, all of which
showed features found on instruments that
were developed in the following years.The
first was based on a staff similar to Hood’s
design for the forward observation, but
used in a backward manner, while the other
two were quadrant types also for use with
the back towards the sun.8

upon the upright vane.’.
Apparently Hariot was not too pleased with
this design because his explanation (the
part starting with ‘And that the staffe...’)
was struck through while below it he explained and drew two other – quadranttype – instruments.

Fig. 4 Hariot’s original sketch of ‘A better
way…’ to observe the sun backwards.

The first of these two was titled ‘A better
way’, implying that it was more suitable
for backward observations than the previous version of the instrument (Fig. 4). ‘A
better way’ had a 90-degree quadrant attached to the staff, a cylinder at the centre
of the quadrant for casting a shadow and
a ‘… cursor or moveable vane so brode
[sic] or broader than the Cylinder’ on the
quadrant to catch the shadow cast by the
cylinder. About the moveable vane Hariot
wrote that ‘The best is to have it just so big
for the one halv [sic] as wilbe shadowed
by the cylinder; the other half broder [sic]
somewhat that the observer may se [sic]
that the shadowe is in the middest; shine
by shyning as much on the one side as the
other’.This way of projecting the shadow is
of particular interest to the demi-cross, as
will be explained below.

Fig. 3 Hariot’s original sketch ‘of the
crosse-staffe for the sunne’.
Fig. 2 The mariner’s cross-staff.

Master Hood’s staff was used for forward
observations, similar to a mariner’s crossstaff, by holding it next to the eye (Fig. 2),
or by casting a shadow from an attached
vane onto one of the scales. When used as
a shadow-casting instrument the observer
still faced the sun and held the instrument
in front of him.
The method of forward observations
changed around 1594, when Thomas Hariot4 wrote his manuscript ‘The Doctrine Of
30

The first instrument consisted of a staff, a
sight vane, a shadow vane and a horizon
vane (Fig. 3). Hariot wrote that ‘The contriving must be aded [sic] that the horizon &
the shad extreme of the shadow be in one
line & then the observation may be perfecte.’. Judging from the colour of the ink
and thickness of the pen he continued this
page at a later date by adding ‘And that the
staffe may be holden up right at the time
of observation the vane which is next
to the horizon must have a crosse vane
whose edge must muste agree with the
horizon, & with the shadow of the sunne

Fig. 5 Hariot’s original sketch of the ‘or
else thus better’ version of the quadrant
type instrument.
Hariot must have thought that even this
design could be improved, as below it an
instrument entitled ‘or else just better’, was
drawn, this time using the same ink and
pen (Fig. 5). This one also had a 90-degree
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quadrant attached to a staff. The eye-end of
the staff was extended downwards to hold
a sight vane. Again a cylinder was used to
cast a shadow on a moveable vane. In this
drawing the principle of shadow casting
described with his first quadrant-type instrument – a movable vane with two different widths – is actually shown.The drawing
also gives an indication of the size, as above
the quadrant Hariot wrote ‘18 inches’ (457
millimetres, probably the radius of the quadrant as the dimension is written between
the cylinder and the arc). Where Hariot’s
first quadrant-type backstaff had the disadvantage that one had to look in two different directions to see the shadow and the
horizon, with his improved version ‘…the
edge of the shadow & the horizon wilbe
in one line’. The fact that observations had
to be made by adjusting two sliding vanes
along two different scales must, however,
have made this instrument cumbersome in
use.
Hariot thought that both quadrant-type instruments were superior to his first, straight,
version as ‘…unto bothe these last wayes
the shadow is perpendicular to the arche
& vane, and allwayes of one bignesse
because of the cylinder & therefore very
commodeous which cannot be performed
by strayte lined instruments.’
The page ends with the remark that the instrument had to be made ‘…to hold in the
right hand excepte the observer be a sinister fellow.’
It is unclear whether any of his instruments
ever saw the light of day.9 The section dealing with the last two versions seems to have
been written in one go, as if the idea for
the last instrument occurred to him while
writing. In another manuscript, dating from
1595, Hariot wrote that there ‘...are three
instruments used at sea for taking of altitudes, The Astrolabe, The [sea] Ring & the
[cross-] staffe.’.10 The use of these three instruments was described in detail, but no
mention is made of backward observations
or his instruments from his Doctrine.
It was probably Hariot who inspired John
Davis to create his backstaffs11, which he
described in his Seamans Secrets in 1595.12
The designs of Davis’ instruments (and order in which he created them) clearly show
similarities with Hariot’s. Although collected in a manuscript, it did not mean that
Davis was not able to gain knowledge of
Hariot’s ideas. Hariot and Davis had at least
two mutual friends with interest in navigation; Dr. John Dee and Sir Walter Raleigh.
Dee was in close and friendly touch with
Hariot (who mentioned him twice in his
manuscript)13 and was Davis’ teacher in sci-

Fig. 6 John Davis’ 45 degree backstaff.
ence and navigation (he was Dee’s last and
most gifted pupil) as well as supporter of
his voyages.14 Raleigh was Hariot’s inseparable friend for nearly 40 years15and Davis’
friend and investor of his voyages.16 That
Davis and Hariot had knowledge of each
others work in or after 1595 is evident as
Davis wrote in that same year in his Seamans Secrets that ‘...for Theorical Speculations and most cunning calculation, Mr
Dee and Mr. Thomas Heriotts are hardly
to be matched...’17, while Hariot listed Davis’ work, among others, on the back of the
final folio of his manuscript.18
The first staff that Davis created was referred to as the ‘45 degree backstaff’, as it
was capable of altitude measurements only
when ‘…the sun not being more then 45
degrees above the Horizon…’ (Fig. 6).19
Like Hariot’s ‘crosse-staffe for the sunne’
this consisted of a straight staff, a horizon
vane and a sliding shadow vane, making the
whole design almost identical, albeit with
an arched shadow vane but without the
sight vane.

sign. Here the arc would not be a quadrant,
but a 25-degree section. The mayor difference with Hariot’s instruments was, that
Davis turned the quadrant around (the arc
facing towards the observer) so that a horizon vane could be mounted in its centre
and catch the shadow of a transom mounted on the staff. Hariot’s design did cast a
shadow from the centre of the quadrant
towards the moveable vane, which in Davis’ design became the sight vane. In this
way Davis created a better instrument than
Hariot as there was only one vane to move
and only one location on the instrument to
put ones attention to.
Both instruments actually materialised as,
according to Davis, he used both instruments ‘...under the sunne and under the
climates...’.20 In 1614 the 90-degree version was described in Dutch period literature.21
The 90-degree backstaff would eventually evolve into the Davis quadrant and
although Davis regarded the 90-degree
backstaff superior to the 45-degree version,
it did not mean the latter's further development stopped. In Holland it would evolve
into another kind of backstaff, capable of
measuring altitudes up to 90 degrees: the
demi-cross.
The Dutch Connection
In 1598 three Dutch fleets sailed to the
East Indies, two went through the Strait of
Magellan, the other via the Cape of Good
Hope. The last consisted of two ships, the
Leeuw (Lion) and the Leeuwin (Lioness).
Cornelis de Houtman in the Leeuw commanded the fleet, while his brother Frederick was skipper of the Leeuwin.22 Captain
John Davis was on board as pilot.23 The
voyage ended unfortunately for Cornelis de
Houtman; he was killed in Aceh (Sumatera)
in 1599.24 The fleet returned to Holland in
August 1600, leaving Frederick and 30 crew
behind in captivity. Eventually Frederick re-

Fig. 7 John Davis’ 90 degree backstaff.
Davis’ second instrument was an improved
version of his 45 degree backstaff and is referred to as the ‘90 degree backstaff’, as this
was capable of measuring altitudes up to
90 degrees (Fig. 7). Similar to Hariot, Davis
added a graduated arc to improve his de-
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Fig. 8 John Davis’ 90 degree backstaff according to Metius.
31

turned to Holland in 1602.25
In 1614 Adriaan Adriaansz. Metius published his Nieuwe Geographische Ondervvysinge… (New Geographical Education).26 On page 26 he wrote that he had
recently met Governor Frederick de Houtman who showed him a staff very suitable to take the altitude of the sun backwards. On the same page Davis’ 90-degree
backstaff was shown in a different sketch
than is known from Davis’ own work (Fig.
8). So it was most probably Davis himself,
through De Houtman, who introduced the
90-degree backstaff in the Netherlands and
therefore most probably the 45-degree version as well.27
Davis’ instruments might have been known
in Holland even before De Houtman’s return. In 1600 a book by Aelbert Haeyen was
published, titled Een Corte Onderrichtinge
belanghende die kunst vander Zeevaert
(A short instruction concerning the Art of
Navigation).27a Patented on December 17th,
1599, which was during the De Houtman’s
fleet’s voyage, it mainly discussed two instruments: the variation compass and the
mariner’s cross-staff.

Fig. 9 Edward Wright’s mariner’s bow.
Although no direct indication is given that
Haeyen was familiar with shadow-casting
staffs, he did mention the cromme boogh
(the curved staff) ‘…diemen met schuyven
moet regieren…’ (that has to be directed
with vanes).28 Haeyen wrote that the
cromme boogh belonged to a master with
a sound judgement who learned from his
disciples, without naming the person in
question or describing the instrument.29
Up to today no research has ever revealed
what the cromme boogh looked like, only
that an instrument with the same name was
patented in Holland on 13 September 1617,
almost 18 years after Haeyen mentioned
it.30 The instrument that Haeyen described
was used with multiple vanes (or at least
he used the plural form of the word) and
therefore could have been Davis’ 90 degree
backstaff as that was a staff with a curved
part and two sliding vanes. A few pages
before describing the instrument, Haeyen
did mention several departing fleets in the
years 1595 – 1598, but not specifically the
32

Fig. 11 Blaeus Tafelen van de Declinatie.
Fig. 10 The earliest depictions of the demicross.
one with Davis as pilot.31 This leaves it unclear whether or not he knew Davis or his
voyage with the De Houtmans. Alternately
the instrument could have been a mariner’s
bow, as shown on the title page of the second edition of Edward Wright’s Certaine
Errors in Navigation in 1610, which was
also curved and had two sliding vanes as
well (Fig. 9).

the same tables still carried the same title
page. I have not been able to find works by
other authors than Blaeu showing or describing the instrument in this 29-year period. It could therefore well be that it was
Blaeu’s own creation that was protected by
a patent preventing others from showing
it.

Demi-cross
As mentioned, the 45-degree backstaff
would evolve into another backstaff capable of measuring altitudes up to 90 degrees: the demi-cross. The earliest positive
reference to the demi-cross so far can be
found in a Dutch pilot book by Willem
Jansz. Blaeu, ‘t Derde Deel van ‘t Licht der
Zeevaert (The Third Part of The Fyrie SeaColumne), printed in Amsterdam in 1621.32
It contained three depictions of the instrument, with textual reference on how it had
to be made (including dimensions), and
how it worked (Fig. 10).This treatise would
be copied and translated over and over in
Dutch pilot books up to at least 1688.
In 1625 Blaeu depicted the instrument
again, but now on the title page of Tafelen
van de Declinatie (‘Tables of the Declination’), printed in Amsterdam (Fig. 11).33
It was depicted together with a mariner’s
astrolabe and a mariner’s cross-staff. The
prominent place on the title page is an indication of the significance of the demi-cross
for Dutch navigation. The 1650 edition of

Fig. 12 Dechales’ Demi-Arbaleste.
Claude Francois Millet Dechales was the
first to give the instrument a name in literature: the demi-arbaleste, which he described in his L’Art de Naviger… (The Art
of Navigation), in 1677.34 The instrument
is described in short and accompanied by
a stylistic drawing (Fig. 12). Just as Blaeu’s
drawings it is semi three-dimensional. The
shadow vane was not drawn completely as
it lacks one horizontal line along the top of
it. Dechales wrote that the instrument consisted of a staff with a half cross and had
degree marks twice as big than those found
on staffs with a normal cross.35
The English term ‘demi-cross’ can be found
for the first time in Jonas Moore’s A New
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ing lead, atlases, a globe and an armillary
sphere.
In modern literature the demi-cross has
been described by C.A. Davids, W.E. May
and D.W. Waters, although very briefly.40
Use and Diffusion

Fig. 13 Moore’s depiction of the demicross.
ysteme Of The Mathematicks (London
1681).36 He gives a short description, followed by an even more stylistic drawing
than Dechales’ (Fig. 13).37 When comparing the images of Dechales and Moore it is
apparent that Moore’s version was derived
from that by Dechales. It shows the instrument assembled almost in the same way,
but less detailed and with a square sight
vane. Along the top of the shadow vane the
same line is missing and the capitals A, E, G
and H are at the same locations.
As already said, a comprehensive description of how the demi-cross was made, including its dimensions and detailed drawings can be found in several editions of
Dutch pilot books that appeared in Amsterdam between 1621–1688.38 With so many
Dutch works showing the instrument and
non Dutch authors referring to it as be-

Fig. 14 The demi-cross ( original in
colour.)
ing mainly used or described by them, the
instrument seems to be a Dutch development based on Davis’ 45 degree backstaff. I
was however not able to find a Dutch name
for the instrument in the works I examined.
Instead, the instrument was introduced as
‘…you may in good order finde the height
of the Sunne by the shadow, in this manner: make a staff…’ and described in full
detail.
The most recent depiction of the instrument that I found, was also the only one
in colour, on the title page of Tome d’Atlas
Avec Les Cartes Maritimes by N. Sanson,
A.H. Jaillot and P. Mortier, printed in 1693
(Fig. 14).39 And although this title clearly
indicates its French origin, it was printed
in Amsterdam by Pieter Mortier. Besides the
demi-cross it shows an astronomical astrolabe, a compass, a pair of dividers, a sound-

The instrument has been shown and/or
described in at least 17 books from a variety of authors spanning at least 72 years.
Descriptions have been found in Dutch (7),
English (6), French (3) and Italian (1) works
from Dutch (13), English (2) and French (2)
authors.Table 1 gives an overview of all period works – containing the instrument –
that were used as reference for this article.
As can be seen from the last column, all
works depicted the demi-cross (17); most
had a textual description (14) and twothirds also gave its dimensions.(11). De
Tafelen van de Declinatie are two editions
of the declination tables by Blaeu, both
showing the same image on the title page
(see Figure 11). The image found in Dudley’s work shows an almost exact copy of
one of the images found in the Dutch pilot
books. It has to be noted that the Dutch pilot books all contain an almost exact (translated) copy of the text and images. These
are also the only works that mention the
dimensions of the instrument and hence
have a ‘D’ in the ‘Code’ column.
Most works are from Dutch origin, which

Author

Title

Year

Lang. *

Code**

Willem Janszoon Blaeu

‘t Derde Deel van ‘t Licht der Zeevaert

1621

NL/NL

ITD

Willem Janszoon Blaeu

Tafelen van de declinatie

1625

NL/NL

I

Willem Janszoon Blaeu

Tafelen van de declinatie

1650

NL/NL

I

Anthony Jacobsz.

Loots-mans Zee-spiegel

1652

NL/NL

ITD

Johannes Jansonius

De Lichtende Columne ofte Zee-spiegel

1652

NL/NL

ITD

Jacob Colom

The Third Part Of The Fyrie Sea-Columne

1655

NL/EN

ITD

Pieter Goos

De Lichtende Columne ofte Zee-spiegel

1657

NL/NL

ITD

Robert Dudley

Arcano del Mare

1661

EN/IT

IT

Pieter Goos

The Lightning Columne, Or Sea-Mirrour

1662

NL/EN

ITD

Jacob & Casparus Lootsman

Le Grand & Nouveau Miroir Ou Flambeau De La Mer

1666

NL/FR

ITD

Pieter Goos,

The Lightning Columne, Or Sea-Mirrour

1670

NL/EN

ITD

Jacob & Casparus Lootsman

The Lightning Columne, Or Sea-Mirrour

1676

NL/EN

ITD

Claude-François Millet Dechales

L’ art de naviger demontre par principes, et confirmé par
plusieurs observations tirées de l’experience.

1677

FR/FR

IT

Jacob & Casparus Lootsman

Zee-spiegel ofte Lichtende Columne

1679

NL/NL

ITD

Jonas Moore

A New Systeme Of The Mathematicks

1681

EN/EN

IT

Jacobus Robijn

Sea Mirrour

1688

NL/EN

ITD

Nicolas Sanson, Alexis Hubert
Jaillot & Pieter Mortier

Tome d’Atlas Avec Les Cartes Maritimes

1693

FR/FR

I

* The

language shows the author’s nationality and the language of the book, so NL/FR means a Dutch author, French text.
code is an indication of what can be found in the corresponding work: I = Image,T = Text, D = Dimensions.
Table 1: Period works with reference to the demi-cross.

** The
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is an indication for its diffusion, at least
within the Netherlands. Diffusion outside
the Netherlands was slow. Davids tells us
that although there was a prolific Dutch influence on nautical knowledge throughout
north-eastern Europe in the 18th century,
it was far less the case in the 17th century,
which had all to do with the lack of understanding of the Dutch language.41 In order
to make the books accessible abroad they
were translated, although that still did not
guarantee they were read. Davids stresses
that there is a difference between supply
and consumption and that many sailors,
even by the end of the 17th century, possessed no chart or pilot books at all.42

was probably whitened for a better visual
contrast.50 The shape of the vanes on the
sketches indicate that they were made of
wood, and not of brass.The thickness of the
flat parts of the vanes and the size of the
blocks with the holes to assemble the parts
are much thicker than as shown in period
literature for instruments that are known
to have brass vanes. Assuming that both
the staff and the vanes were indeed made
of wood, most probably either pear wood
(fruitwood) or boxwood would have been
used for the vanes, and ebony, lignum vitae,
redwood or pear wood for the staff as those
were commonly in use in period mariner’s
cross-staffs and their vanes.51

That knowledge about the instrument did
spread outside the Netherlands to some degree is apparent as both Moore and Dechales
described it in their works. Before describing the instrument Moore mentioned that
‘… this instrument is sometimes used by
the Dutch, but has been wholly neglected
by the English…’.43 Dechales wrote that
he had seen an image of the demi-cross in
several Dutch pilot books, but he does not
mention its actual use.44 Apparently the instrument was mainly in use with (or at least
described by) the Dutch.

Construction

Proof of its actual use on board of Dutch
vessels is however hard to find. Davids examined a substantial amount of logbooks
and sailor inventories from the period this
instrument covers and lists the instruments
he found. Of all angle measuring instruments known to have exist in that period
only the mariner’s cross-staff, quadrant and
astrolabe were mentioned.45 Perhaps future
research of logbooks and other resources
will reveal proof of its actual use at sea. So
far all knowledge of the demi-cross comes
from the books listed in Table 1.There is no
physical evidence, as no demi-crosses (or
parts of them) are known to have survived.

Fig. 15 The demi-cross in parts.

Materials
The only direct reference for materials is
the mention of a steel or copper spring that
was used in the cross in the Dutch versions
of the pilot books, the English versions only
mention ‘…a copper fether steeled…’, indicating that a hardened copper spring was
used.46 Although copper is named, this
would most probably have been brass as
the words ‘brass’ and ‘copper’ were often
used to refer to the same material, while
brass is known to have been actually used
for the metal parts of period navigational
instruments.47 About a part of the horizon
vane it was written that one had to ‘…make
it very white…’48, an indication for the use
of paint, although paper is known to have
been used for this purpose as well.49 It

34

The Dutch pilot books show the instrument on three different sketches, which
are roughly the same for all editions found
so far. The first of them depicts all parts
separately (see Fig. 15, which is from Lootsmans Zee-spiegel, a 1652 pilot book by A.
Jacobsz.), the others how it was assembled
and used (Fig. 10). The instrument consisted of a staff along which a cross (usually
the word ‘transom’ is used for this part, but
as all pilot books name it a cross I will from
now on refer to it as that). Along the cross
a movable shadow vane could slide and set
at predefined positions.A horizon vane was
mounted at one end, while a movable sight
vane was slid on at the other end (Fig. 21).
The dimensions of the staff, cross and the
shadow vane were only given in all versions
of the Dutch pilot books in feet and inches,
presumable Amsterdam feet (0.283m, divided in 11 inches of 25.7mm), Rijnlandse feet
(0.314m, divided in 12 inches of 26.2mm)
or Wynroeyers feet (0.289m, divided in 12
inches of 24.1mm) as these were commonly used in Holland.
The staff
The staff had to be ‘…shaved even and
smooth, halfe an inch thick, and 2 inches broad or more, (that it alwayes stand
streight,)…’.52 So in contrast to the mari-

Fig. 16 The horizon end of the staff.
ner’s and Master Hood’s cross-staff, which
had a square cross-section, this one had
a rectangular cross-section that was four
times as broad as as thick.As can be seen on
the sketches the staff had a narrower part,
on which the horizon vane could slide (see
Fig. 16). If mounted properly, the vane was
flush with the diagonal wider
part of the staff. The angle of
line BL in the sketch is not given, but it had to be ‘…not just
but sloop or pendant as the
rule of BDL doth shew…’.53
The angle however varies
with different works and even
between the sketches in the
same pilot book (when comparing the vanes with the staff
or the staves with each other).
In the sketches the angle varies from about 40 to about 53 degrees. It
probably was meant to be 45 degrees, the
bisector of the maximum altitude measurable, or 41 degrees, the bisector of the maximum range measurable.
The cross
Sliding along the staff
was ‘…a crosse of a foot
and a half, or two foot
long …, with a hole …
that is like a square line
just on the foresaide
staffe, whereby you
may shove it a long to
and fro…’ (Fig. 17).54
The cross (sometimes
also referred to as the
long cross) is of an asymmetrical design and basically a large block with
Fig. 17 The cross. a square staff protruding
from one corner. It carried the shadow vane and had to slide ‘…
softly and surely…’ along the staffe, which
was accomplished by using ‘…a copper
fether [sic] steeled: which grindes under
against the staffe, and holds it fast…’ (Colom translated this from the original Dutch
text which mentioned ‘a steel or copper
feather’).55 This spring was an item not seen
in navigational instruments before and had
to keep the cross from wobbling and avoid
forthcoming observational errors. That the
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demi-cross needed this spring and the mariner’s cross-staff not is the consequence of
its design. Mathematically seen the crossstaff measures the sum of two triangles;
the one above and the one under the staff.
When the cross of a mariner’s cross-staff
wobbles, the angle on one side between
the staff and the cross increases, while it
decreases at the opposite side. As long as
the wobble remains small, these errors almost compensate each other. A demi-cross
only measures one of these triangles, so any
wobble is not compensated for and therefore directly affecting the observation.56
The shadow vane

Fig. 18 The shadow vane.
On the cross a shadow vane (in the pilot
books it is referred to as the little or small
cross) was mounted (see Fig. 18).This vane
had ‘… a hole wherewith you moy [sic]
put it on the long crosse … and set it fast
with a little screw…, so high and low as
need requires…’.57 On the front end it had
‘…a flatte eare , an inch, or an inch and
a half broad…’ (‘R’ in Figure 18).58 The ear
of the shadow vane and the horizon vane
should be made and mounted ‘… that they
make equall angles…’.59
The horizon vanes

21).62 The sight vane was to ensure that the
instrument would point straight to the horizon. Peepholes are also known from Davis
quadrants and octants, but although these
were round and very small, the peephole of
the demi-cross is rectangular in shape and
is drawn as wide as the opening in the full
horizon vane.

Scales
Fig. 20 The full horizon vane with the
shadow of the shadow vane.
On the upper half of the horizon vane
one had to ‘…make two lines even wide
upon the sloope…’ of which ‘…one must
goe mids through the little peep hole…the
other so much higher as the little eare on
the uppermost small shove is broad…’ and
‘…you make it very white betwixt these
2 even-wide lines…’ (Fig. 20).60 The ‘...little
eare on the uppermost small shove...’ is
the ear of the shadow vane as described
above.The parallel lines and the white area
in-between served the same purpose as
the moveable vane with two widths suggested by Hariot. Due to the diameter of
the sun, the cast shadow will have a penumbra by which the width of the shadow
will be disproportionate with the distance
of the shadow vane to the horizon vane.61
As the white area of the horizon vane and
the ear of the shadow vane have the same
width and always are parallel, the centre of
the shadow should be cast onto the centre
of the white area in order to get a proper
observation. The white area helps the observer to centre the shadow within the
two parallel lines, even when it is cast from
the far end of the instrument. In this way
the horizon vane works similar as Hariot’s
moveable vane with two widths.
The sight vane

Just like period mariner’s cross-staffs the
demi-cross could have up to four scales
engraved on the staff. Although the sketch
with the assembled instrument only shows
us 3 presets (and thus 3 scales), the part
of the text that deals with the graduation
tells us that the offset of the vane is first
measured with the vane at the end of the
half cross, then it is lowered ‘…a third or
fourth-part at your pleasure…’ before the
next measurement is done.63 The reader is
cautioned to ‘…not forget to make every
time certaine markes on the long crosse,
for to sett the small crosse to the marke
which you please to use…’.64 In this way
only graduating the first two scales was
described and if you wanted to ‘…make
more reckonings upon the same staffe,
sett then the uppermost small crosse more
downeward and doe as is foresaid…’.
This process could thus be repeated three
or four times, depending on the interval
chosen. Each preset had its corresponding scale on the staff, which had space for
two on both sides, so four in total. One
may therefore assume that staffs have been
made with four scales as well (I tried this
on the reconstruction with success).
The scales of period mariner’s cross-staffs
were related to the length of the vanes - or
rather half that length - and had the eye-end
of the staff as the origin (180 degrees altitude, although the section from 180 – 90
degrees was never graduated). Due to the

Fig. 19 The full and half horizon vane.
Two different horizon vanes were suggested for the staff: a half one and a full one
with a slit in it (Fig. 19).The purpose of the
difference however is not mentioned, but
the reconstruction showed that it would
allow the observer to take forward observations of the stars, a method more or less
described by Dechales (see below).The slit
in the full horizon vane was made at an
angle parallel to the staff (see slit near K in
Fig. 19) and thus only allows sights in that
direction.

Fig. 21 The sight vane.
The last part of the instrument is the sight
vane. It is ‘…a little drawer … with a hole
… which you may put on the staffe…, &
shove there with along (like as you do
with a trumpet) to and fro, also crosse
wise or athwart there in a small peep
hole made to loke [sic] through,…so that
when that the little peep-hole comes then
to stand just beside the mid-rule of the
staffe…, neither higher nor lower.’ (Fig.
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Fig. 22 Constructing the scales of a demicross using the same method as crossstaffs were made.
shape of the shadow vane the scales of the
demi-cross had to be made with an offset,
similar to those on the 45 degree Davis
back-staff.65 Thanks to its rectangular design the vane length and scale offset could
be more easily determined than with Davis’
design, which had an arced shadow vane.
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The sketches show that the scales start at
90 degrees (see Fig. 20), which is confirmed
by the accompanying text.66
The scales could be laid out using the same
construction method as used with mariner’s
cross-staffs (Fig. 22), but the reader was also
facilitated with a table that gave the ratio
‘…for every degree or fourth-part of a degree…’.67 Using the table one could easily
lay out the scales mathematically for every
15 minutes of arc.The height of the shadow
vane above the centre of the staff had to
be divided by 10000 and multiplied with
the value in the table in order to get the
distance from the start of the corresponding scale at the 0 degrees zenith distance
mark. The table runs all the way from 0 to
90 degrees and was calculated accurately
to what we would now call the 4th decimal
(with an occasional rounding error). For 90
degrees the value ‘Infinite’ (the Dutch pilot
books give ‘oneynd’lick’, Dutch for infinite)
is given.68

Dimensions
As I used the Wynroeyers feet for my reconstruction I converted the feet and inches in
this article accordingly.The instrument consisted of ‘…a staffe, 3 or 4 foote long, so as
you please, being shaved even and smooth,
halfe an inch thick, and 2 inches broad or
more (that it alwayes stand straight)…’.69
This means the length would have been at
least 867 millimetres. The proposed thickness of half an inch (12mm) is similar to
period cross-staffs, which were 12 – 14 millimetres.70 With two inches (48mm) the
proposed height was at least four times as
much.
The cross was ‘…a foote and a halfe, or
two foot long...’ and the ‘…flatte eare…’
(the shadow casting part) of the shadow
vane had to be ‘…an inch, or an inch and
a half broad…’ (24 to 36mm).71 How the
length of the cross was defined is not mentioned, but it may be assumed that it was
measured from the middle of the staff (the
horizontal line running through ‘C’ in Fig.
23) as that would be the working distance
of the cross. The overall length of the cross
– so from the bottom of the block until the
end of the protruding staff – should then
be at least half the width of the staff (plus
a bit extra for the spring) more in order
to create the hole in the block that would
allow it to be slid onto the staff. As previously described the two parallel lines on
the horizon vane were the same distance
apart as the width of the ear of the shadow
vane, so 24mm to 36mm. The dimensions
of the other parts of the demi-cross were
not specified, but can be estimated from
the drawings.
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Signature, Marks and Decorations
As far as is known there are no surviving
demi-crosses, or even parts of one. We have
to rely on period works and similar instruments (cross-staffs) to get an idea of the
way the instruments were marked, signed
and decorated. What the scales might have
looked like is shown in period works, although it has to be noted that these sketches do not show the scales in full detail (Fig.
23). As described in the paragraph on the
scales, these were divided at quarter degree intervals. The sketches however only
show us the whole degrees. According to
the sketches the degree marks were laid
out in a single row, with every 10 degrees
stamped in with numbers and the 5 degree
marks decorated with three points.

scale engraved on the main staff of the instrument. These marks served as reference
to set the shadow vane against, similar to
the pins used on the cross of the spiegelboog.74
Any other decorations are not shown or
mentioned in the works I investigated. We
may assume that the instruments were
signed just as most period mariner’s crossstaffs, but how and where that was done
on the demi-cross remains unclear. In addition to that the marks along the cross and
the corresponding scales on the staff must
have been marked with numbers in order
to identify the scale that had to be read
when a certain shadow vane setting was
used.This method is known from surviving
mariner’s cross-staffs and from the spiegelboog, where the numbers were stamped in
next to the eye-end of the staff.75
Using the Demi-cross

Fig. 23 Detail of the scales according to
Blaeu (1621). The ‘C’ on the left is not a
part of the scale, but used as reference in
the accompanying text.

The second and third sketches in the Dutch
Waggoners show how the instrument was
used. The second depicts the different settings for the shadow vane (Fig. 25), while
the third shows how it had to be held (Fig.
26).

A wreck find from the Kennemerland, a
Dutch VOC (the Dutch East India Company) vessel that sank off the coast of Shetland in the 17th century, shows us what the
quarter degree intervals might have looked
like. It concerns one of the scales of another early 17th century Dutch backstaff, the
hoekboog. This scale, first described by R.
Price and K. Muckelroy in 197472, shows
the degrees laid out in two rows, the upper
only divided for the whole degrees, while
the lower had the degrees divided in two
parts by a line, both of which were again
divided in two parts by dots (Fig. 24).These
intervals were typical for the hoekboog and
are described in period literature.73 As the
demi-cross was divided in quarter degrees
as well it might have looked quite similar.

Fig. 25 Three different settings of the shadow vane on the demi-cross.

Fig. 26 Using the demi-cross.

Fig. 24 Detail of the Kennemerland hoekboog scale showing the divisions from
3 degrees (left) to 5 degrees (right) and
their subdivisions.
The protruding staff of the cross had to
have ‘...certaine markes...’, one for each

With the demi-cross one had to look
through the sight vane to the horizon vane
and see the horizon through the latter while
the shadow vane would cast a shadow on
it, which could be accomplished by sliding
the cross along the staff.
Dechales wrote that the instrument could
be used for star observations, not using another horizon vane, but a half sight vane.
One had to change the full sight vane (H,
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see Fig. 12) for a half sight vane (K), then
put the horizon vane (A) next to the eye,
look over the shadow vane (E) to the star
and along the half sight vane (K) to the
horizon.76 From tests with the reconstruction it became evident that the full horizon
vane would block sight towards the shadow vane. The instrument is only suitable
for star observations when the half vane is
placed at the end where the full horizon
vane sits and subsequently used as a sight
vane. It seems that the instrument was indeed used for forward observations as well,
but that Dechales misunderstood the way
this was done.
The Reconstruction

Fig. 27 A modern drawing of the instrument made with CAD software.

Just as with the spiegelboog and master
Hood’s cross-staff, I decided to build a reconstruction of the demi-cross, as that would
give me a better feel of the instrument and
allow me to take observations with it. I first
made a technical drawing of the instrument as the basis for a real working object,
then ordered the wood and started building the reconstruction. Materials used are
ebony for the staff and pear wood for all
other wooden parts. Brass was used for the
spring and screw, while white paint was applied to the area between the parallel lines
on the horizon vanes. Just as with my previous reconstructions, the wood was given a
wax finish to prevent it from staining and
to preserve the colours.
I made two reconstructions; one for my
personal collection and one as a part of a
navigational set made for a museum that

Fig. 28 The reconstruction.

is currently being built at the location of
the former Dutch Trading Post in Hirado,
Japan.77 Apart from the serial numbers
and signatures the two reconstructions are
identical. Both bear the actual year of construction.
Similar to with the spiegelboog I tried to
find out if the drawings were to scale and
determine the period measures used to
build the instrument.78 The drawings in the
pilot books did, however, not show much
consistency, so I decided to
base the reconstruction on
the same foot that was used
Scale
for the spiegelboog, the Wyn1
roeyers foot.
2
The length of the staff would
3
have to be three or four feet
4
(867mm or 1156mm). Assum-

As there was space for four scales on the
staff I decided to give the shadow vane
four settings on the cross and to divide the
staff accordingly. Engraving scales 2 and 3
on one side of the instrument resulted in
a staff very similar to what is shown in Fig.
25. Scales 1 and 4 where thus engraved on
the other side.The scales were divided with
the following intervals using the layout as
described under Signature, marks and
decorations:
Interval (arcminutes)
60
30
Altitude range (degrees)
90 - 80
90 - 80
80 - 50
90 - 80
80 - 40
40 - 30

300

15
90 - 27
80 - 21
50 - 15
30 - 8

ing that this would be the Table 2: Scale division intervals.
length of the staff from the
eye-end to the horizon vane
(the working distance of the instrument),
the staff was made about three inches longer for the narrower section that holds
the horizon vane. I wanted to use ebony
for the staff, which however is difficult to
get in lengths above a metre. Therefore I
decided to build the instrument based on
Fig. 30 Scales 2 and 3 from the reconstructhe smaller dimensions given in the period
tion.
literature, a three foot staff with a foot and a
half cross. The length of the reconstruction
became 937 mm, while the cross became
The construction of the scales was done
18¼ inch (440mm), which is slightly more
mathematically and laid out using a specialthan a foot and a half, in order to be able to
ly built one metre long calliper with a 0.05
stamp in a number above the uppermost
millimetre interval vernier . The engraving
mark on the cross that identifies its correitself was done by hand using a sharp knife.
sponding scale.
The numbers were stamped in using modern handmade steel stamps with 17th century digits (Fig. 30).

Fig. 29 Alignment of the shadow vane.
The lengths of the horizon and sight vanes
were not given, but were estimated from
the drawings, even though these are not
very consistent. I made them seven inches
long (168mm), by which they would protrude half a foot from the staff. The length
of the shadow vane was chosen in a way
that, when properly aligned with the sun,
the end of its shadow would coincide with
the corner of the upper straight edge of
the horizon vane (Fig. 29). This resulted
in a shadow vane of just over five inches
(126mm).
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Finally the instrument was signed ‘N d H’
and dated on the upper side of the staff
next to the horizon vane. The instrument
number was stamped in at the eye-end of
the staff. All vanes were marked with the
same instrument number as on the staff.
Signatures, dates and numbers were decorated with stars and sea horses (the latter
being my instrument maker’s mark).
Field Test
On November 5th, 2007 three experienced navigators (Nico Duijn, Jan Jonker
and Jaap Ypma) joined me in a field test in
IJmuiden, The Netherlands (52°27’29.4,N,
4°32’17.7,E). They all had experience with
my previous reconstructions of 17th and
18th century navigational instruments as
they had joined me in 2005 for field tests
with, among other instruments, a spiegelboog (mirror-staff), a Davis quadrant and a
mariner’s cross-staff.79
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Fig. 31 Results of the field test.
This time we had the demi-cross, Master
Hood’s cross-staff, a Davis quadrant and
a cross-staff at our disposal. How Master
Hood’s cross-staff performed can be found
in my previous article80, while the mariner’s cross-staff and Davis quadrant are
discussed in my spiegelboog article.81 The
Davis quadrant and the mariner’s cross-staff
were newer copies than the ones used in
the previous field test.While on Terra Firma
we collected data during a one hour-period
around the meridian passage of the sun, trying to shoot the sun’s centre.We first had to
get used to the instruments, which resulted
in some irregular data during the first 15
minutes. After this ‘initial testing stage’ the
data became much more consistent while
the measuring interval became shorter
over time. In between observations the instruments were reset by sliding away the
vane or cross, forcing us to take a completely new observation instead of adjusting the
previous one.
All collected data was corrected for refraction, dip and parallax, and compared to the
theoretical altitude of the sun (Fig. 31).
When considering the data after the first 15
minutes, the demi-cross showed an average
error of -2.6 arc minutes with a 2.3 arc minutes standard deviation (1, 68%). The Davis quadrant had an average error of +10.5
arc minutes with a 5.1 arc minute standard
deviation, and the mariner’s cross-staff had
an average error of -0.8 arc minutes with a
4.8 arc minutes standard deviation.
As can be seen from figure 31 and above statistical values both the mariner’s cross-staff
and the demi-cross performed quite well. It
has to be said that the mariner’s cross-staff
was used in a configuration not available
until the mid-18th century and therefore
38

performing much better than an early 17th
century version would have done.82
The Davis quadrant was checked for instrumental errors, but none could be found
explaining the average error. Previous measurements with another Davis quadrant also
showed this positive deviation in altitude
measurements83, and from period literature
it is known that the Davis quadrant was not
regarded to be better than 12 arc minutes
or 6 arc minutes at the most.84
In order to explain the average error of
the Davis quadrant, we have to go back
to Hariot’s quadrant type instruments. As
described, Hariot used a cylinder to cast a
shadow on a vane with two widths, allowing the observer to centre the shadow on it.
This ensured that the penumbra, the space
of partial illumination caused by the sun’s
diameter, did not negatively influence the
observations. With the Davis quadrant only
the upper edge of the shadow vane casts a
shadow on the horizon vane (see Fig. 32, 1).
Using the mariner’s cross-staff in the way
we did, not the shadow, but the slit of sunlight within it is used as reference (see Fig.
32, 2, the slit of sunlight should be projected on the horizontal protruding edge of the
horizon vane, here it is slightly low).85 The
demi-cross uses both edges of the shadow
vane to cast a shadow within the whitened
area of the horizon vane (see Fig. 32, 3).
Both the slit of sunlight of the mariner’s
cross-staff and the shadow of the demi-cross
can easily be centred on the horizon vane,
while with the Davis quadrant one has to
estimate what the centre of the penumbra
is (or the upper or lower edge of it when
one wants to measure the lower or upper
limb of the sun). As the shadow vane of the
Davis quadrant is not always parallel to the

Fig. 32 Different types of shadow casting.
horizon vane, the width of the shadow will
change with the altitude measured. For this
reason only one edge of the shadow can be
used, an error source already recognized by
Dechales in 1677.86 The human interpretation of the penumbra is such that one tends
to raise the shadow too much, increasing
the altitude observed. With the demi-cross
the shadow, even when cast at three foot
distance, is quite easy to centre on that
whitened area.
From our tests it became apparent that
due to its smaller size, lesser weight and
its shape the Davis quadrant was easier to
use than the twice as big demi-cross. This
also resulted in a higher repetition rate for
the Davis quadrant. During the one hour
trial we managed to take 33 observations
with the Davis quadrant versus 25 with the
demi-cross.

Conclusion
The addition of a shadow vane to a crossstaff by Thomas Hood initiated a development of shadow casting instruments at the
end of the 16th century.Thomas Hariot was
probably the first to improve Hood’s design
and also initiated the backward measuring
method. It was John Davis who perfected
the backstaff initiating the development
of a wide range of backsight instruments,
among which Davis quadrant and the
demi-cross. When in good condition the
demi-cross performs almost as well as a
mariner’s cross-staff would do more than
a century later. Although a better performing instrument (at least on Terra Firma), the
demi-cross did not become as popular and
widely spread as the Davis quadrant. A rea-
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son may be the fact that the demi-cross is
less easy to handle than the Davis quadrant
and more susceptible to warping and bending (causing observational errors) than the
sturdy frame of a Davis quadrant.87
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